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FE ATURE

A plan for humanity

US sustainability champion
Paul Hawken was in Australia
recently to spread the word
about his latest project,
Drawdown. Mark Vender
and Phil Wilkinson spoke
to him about this initiative
that offers a roadmap for
us to save our planet – and
reconnect as human beings.
For more than 50 years Paul Hawken has
been a human dynamo of social change.
As a young man in the US he was part
of the civil rights movement, working
with the staff of Martin Luther King Jr.
He went on to write best-selling books
such as Natural Capitalism, Blessed Unrest
and The Ecology of Commerce that forever
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changed ideas about the relationship
between business and the environment.
Over that time he also started and grew
several companies and in doing so
he practised what he had preached.
His latest project is a non-profit dedicated
to researching when and how global
warming can be reversed. The book
published as part of the project lists the
100 most important measures that can
help us reach “drawdown” – the point
when CO2 levels are no longer increasing
– and ranks them by overall impact.
It includes technologies already
synonymous with sustainability,
such as onshore wind turbines and solar
farms (ranked number two and eight
respectively), as well as less-discussed
but equally significant social advances
such as educating girls and family planning
(six and seven on the list). Each solution is
measured in terms of cost and impact on

CO2 emissions using a sophisticated model
developed by Drawdown’s world-class
team of academics and researchers.
But something rather unexpected
happened when all the numbers were
fed into the model and the list appeared.
At the top was a solution that very
few expected to see at number one:
refrigerants. According to the modelling
software, the phase-down of HFCs and
better control of leaks could reduce
emissions by almost 90 gigatonnes, and
save more than US$9 billion to boot.
So when Paul Hawken visited Australia
earlier this year, there were plenty of
HVAC&R professionals in the audience.
The jam-packed 19-day tour covered
several cities and often included two
or three events on a day.
AIRAH was fortunate enough to
get some time with Paul, just before
he jumped on a plane back to the US.
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very impressed with what’s going on
in Australia. I think it’s a real leader.
If it was a big island off California,
everyone would be going there and
saying “Why don’t you do it like
the Australians?”

I’m very impressed
with what’s
going on
in Australia.

I know you have a dysfunctional federal
government, as do we. Actually compared
to ours yours seems very functional.
But it’s out of touch in some ways and
in thrall of big corporates, especially in
the mining industry, so that’s something
you have to deal with. It’s a governing
system that doesn’t really work for the
times we’re in, and so here and also in
America you see tremendous initiative
on the municipal level.

Ecolibrium: Now that you’re at
the end of this tour, what are some
of the observations you’ll take away
from Australia?
Paul Hawken: My observation was

that Australia is a lot further ahead
than it thinks it is. With respect to
global warming and connection,
activism, funding . . . it is a lot further
ahead.
It actually happens a lot in the Antipodes,
because you’re kind of remote – you
overachieve because you don’t know
what the limits are. There’s a gumption
and inventiveness, a “I don’t know where
to stop” kind of quality.
As an outsider, somebody coming
in here for 19 days, I’ve heard from
academics, from professors, from
government people from the municipal
level on up and I’m really impressed.
It doesn’t mean you can slow down
– you shouldn’t do that! – but I’m

Eco: In your talk in Melbourne at
RMIT you mentioned the TAKE2
initiative and the Bendigo Drawdown
group. Were there any other
projects you came across that were
interesting?
PH: You look at Australian Ethical,
just as a company, you look at
Sustainable Living Tasmania, already
with commitments in the next decade
or so to basically be 100 per cent
renewable and now going beyond that.
You look at Beyond Zero, Climate Works
with Anna Skarbek and John Thwaites,
I mean you just have organisations
and people here who are certainly not

overachieving, but they’re overachieving
compared to what’s happening in the rest
of the world, no question.
Also you see a local enthusiasm.
In Bendigo there was a Q&A session
and at the end a woman insisted that she
get another question, and her question was:
“How many of you, raise your hand, will
write and get in touch with the premier
Daniel Andrews and tell him that you
want Victoria to be a Drawdown state?”
And the whole audience raised their
hand. It was so emblematic. Obviously
if I’m going to give a talk in Bendigo,
that’s who’s going to come, you know,
but still there was this connection
between people and organisations and
companies, businesses, schools that I
really experienced first hand. And maybe
because at home I don’t, it’s special here.
I think it’s more special than you know.
Eco: At your talk you also noted
that the solutions in Drawdown
have already been developed,
and the actions are under way.
But what are the next steps to
get us to Drawdown sooner rather
than later?
PH: Well I don’t know what the next

steps are for Australia, that’s for sure.
And we did say it’s a plan, but it’s not
our plan. Drawdown is not the progenitor
of the plan.

The Victorian city of Bendigo is applying Drawdown on a local scale.
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for a city, a block, a shire, whatever it is,
will be able to know exactly where that
entity is going.

Drawdown found that onshore wind turbines could
reduce CO2 emissions by 84.6 gigatonnes by 2050.

What we’re saying is we found a plan,
that the collective wisdom of humanity
has a plan, that even it doesn’t know
about, and in a sense our project is like
holding up a mirror and saying what
do you see? There it is.
So we are not the sponsors or promoters
of a plan. What we want to do and will do
now is implant the model into Australia
in at least four places, and then that
model will be used in a regional way,
which is really what it’s for.
There’s no such thing as a global model.
It’s fascinating data, there’s no doubt
about it, but a global model doesn’t exist.

You know I was just looking at
the television, looking at the floods
in Canberra and people were going
on about the drains – “Oh, we told
you the drains were too small.”
It has nothing to do with drains.
It has everything to do with the perverse
way the land has been used around there
for over a century, and it can’t take up
water. It wasn’t the flood of the century
– it’s a century of misuse of the land.
So real-time data coupled with the
models means not just Australia but
anybody who has the model and has that
connected to read-outs that are real-time

Right now we’re flying blind. We really
do not have any other way of calibrating,
measuring and understanding what
humanity is doing on the planet and
the impact it’s having other than very
local measurements. Not even emissions
on the land.
Eco: You are talking about
taking Drawdown and applying
it to different geographical areas.
Do you think it could also be applied
by sector, for example, to the
HVAC&R sector?
PH: What’s going to fascinate us is
what people do with this. I mean,
we have ideas as well, but our primary
purpose is to be a living research institute
to refine and improve the research
methodology, to enable people to localise
so that it’s functionally useful, to connect
those people to other universities around
the world, because as it becomes more
sophisticated and accurate then best
practices can be shared.

What exists is towns, states, provinces,
shires and farms and people. I believe
ANU, RMIT, Monash, the University
of Melbourne, will be using the model
and then we don’t control it at all.
It belongs to that place and those students
and those people who have access to it,
which I hope is everybody.
Then the model can be used to basically
specify those solutions which are more
applicable to Australia or just parts of it.
It can be used to benchmark, it can be
used to measure the costs more accurately
because Australia’s costs are different
than Beligium’s, Boston’s or Japan’s,
and so the costs become more accurate.
It’s a way to measure progress.
Eco: You also spoke about
making airships that can
accurately measure emissions
on the ground . . .
PH: Exactly, down to GPS fencelines.
That will be married to the model so it
will not only have what’s happening on
the ground in terms of solutions, but
also real-time data on what the results
are. It can’t measure carbon sequestration,
but it can measure the difference between
one type of land use and another, very
starkly so.
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Hawken at the Sustainable Living Festival in Melbourne.

Source: Lucia Rossi.

The Living Future Institute runs the
Living Building Challenge – a ratings
framework to help create spaces
that reconnect with nature.
The Burh Becc farmhouse in
Michigan, USA, has been
“Living Certified”.
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Source: Marti Burbeck.

Some day, maybe, when we take the data
that’s coming from the local areas and
aggregate it up, we’ll start to have a global
model that actually means something.
But we are a response organisation
as opposed to a promote organisation.
We respond to people who have ideas,
and then we try to determine how it
is that we can support you, your ideas.
We started from the point of view that
nature self-organises. Your body selforganises, every ecosystem does, the sky,
the climate, it’s all self-organised, it’s not
managed. There’s nothing in life that’s
managed. And when we manage it we
usually get it wrong.
So what we’re trying to do is open up the
understanding of the data and economic
resource pathways so that Drawdown is
a self-organising process that occurs on
different levels of society. And our job
is just to basically get out of the way but
also to feed and serve that in whatever
way it manifests.
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to refrigeration, there are people all over
who’ve contacted us. We want to put
everyone in touch and see what happens,
because something will happen that
we would never imagine.
For example on buildings, there’s
so much innovation going on in the
built environment it’s just astonishing.
So Drawdown becomes a way of spreading
those ideas and getting people here
connected to someone else who’s doing
this and vice versa.
We’re building a hub, and the hub will
just work pretty much by itself. It won’t
be something where we have to meet in
the morning and decide what we’re going
to do about the hub. That would be a
bad hub. A good hub is self-organising.
Then we can all see how it morphs and
materialises and transforms and changes
and grows.

Eco: So if someone in Australia
was interested in using the model,
for example to apply it to the
HVAC&R sector, could the
Drawdown team help them?

We can also put our blinders on and say,
“My focus is refrigeration and I’m gonna
stick to it. I can’t pay attention to these
other issues right now because I’ve got
my plate full.” And that’s exactly what
the hub is for as well, so people can gather
around where they have the greatest
interest, experience, knowledge, and
frankly leverage.

PH: That’s what we’re here to do, but we’re
also here to connect you to others who
are doing similar if not exactly the same
things in other locations. With respect

And you can grow it without our
permission or approval. No holy water
gets sprinkled on it and we don’t
trademark the name. It’s self-governing.
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Eco: A lot of people think of a hub
as purely technical, but we need to
include the people aspect too, right?
PH: Yeah, the second stage of our

research is adding social impacts in terms
of health, wellbeing, jobs and education.
And if we set up the modelling capability
to integrate that, that’s going to work
pretty much anywhere as well.
The third stage is economic complexity,
where we’re going to, as an example,
probably take three or four very different
countries and use economic complexity
theory to model what would happen if
they implement the applicable solutions
within their socio-political boundaries.
But it’s not modelling with respect to
atmosphere effects – we already have that.
What we want to model is what happens
to education, what happens to health,
what happens to housing. Jobs create jobs,
they really do, and work creates work.
So we’re talking about regenerative
development, but in a very specific
and mostly urbanised way, because
that’s where 80 per cent of the people will
live in the world by 2050. We’re actually
focusing on the urban environment as
a carbon sink as opposed to an emitter
– the city as forest. And not just forest
trees, that too, but the city as an
organism. Within that, for the denizens,
it’s quieter it’s healthier, safer, kinder,
there’s more opportunity.
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The thing about people is they have the
lowest footprint in the city, not in the
country. The other thing about cities
is that the denser they are, the more
innovation, creativity and patents come
out of them. Cities are not actually the
bane of our existence – we see them as an
extraordinary opportunity to change how
we inhabit this planet.
There’s the idea of half-Earth – E. O.
Wilson’s idea that if we do our cities
really well, we can take half of the Earth,
set it aside and say, you know, just leave
it alone.
Eco: How does this translate to
effecting political change?
PH: You have a way to model the

outcomes that apply to most ministers in
a given country because there’s housing,
there’s health, education, welfare,
agriculture, defence, security, finance –
you can tick them off, they’re the same
pretty much everywhere.

But we want to move away from the
isolation of these ideas in terms of
reversing global warming. We want to
expand the outcomes and the measurable
way so that it becomes very very difficult
from a policy level to do something that
does the opposite.

countries – Africa, India and Asia – is
just explaining to men folk, the elders,
the economic benefits that will accrue to
them from educating girls, as opposed to
saying they should be educated because
they they they. It doesn’t wash, or it hasn’t
washed so far.

Right now, for many of these solutions,
there’s choke points and blockers and
perverse incentives which are embedded
from old ways of thinking and sometimes
just from pure corruption, but they’re
in laws and regulations. We’re not about
changing laws and regulations. People
have to do that with their politicians
and representatives. What we can do is,
working together, provide the data to
make good policy.

But when they can see that everyone does
better including them, it’s just a different
point of view and it allows them to
initiate something that’s the right thing as
opposed to being told it’s the right thing.

You can’t do anything about ideology.
If that is a dominant factor in a culture,
then the policy is going from ideology,
but we can provide data. That actually
goes to girls’ education, because the
way NGOs are changing the customs
in villages and towns mostly in other

Eco: In Drawdown you describe
some of the emerging solutions for
reducing global warming – do you
have any favourite green buildings
that bring in some of these green
solutions?
PH: There is a lot of experimentation

going on. Jason McLennan at
Living Futures Institute is the source
of a lot of really interesting buildings that
are going on. I think the wooden building
thing is interesting.
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The huge impact
of family planning
was modelled based
on how it would
affect world population.

Any time you start a new way of
construction it’s going to be more
expensive, however, you have people
like Alex Lau in Vancouver looking
at the built environment and saying,
why is this the only industry in the
world where productivity has not gone
up in the last 40 years?
He is looking at the carbon architecture,
greening buildings from the point of view
of productivity, in terms of speed which
lowers the cost tremendously. It flips it so
any conventional building is the highprice brand and it’s not as nice, and the
cheap brand is the green building.
There’s a video online that shows a
57-storey building in China going up in
19 days, complete. Of course it’s not being
built onsite, it’s being constructed onsite.
It’s so much easier to assemble things on
the ground than 30 storeys up. I mean
it’s just crazy the way we’re doing it.
The innovation is incredible. I don’t
think there’s a sector where we don’t
see outrageous innovation. It’s startling.
And we’ve got to make people aware
of it in a way that gets people excited
and motivated and engaged and
implementing and so forth.
It’s kind of like when we’re kids
– whose sandbox do we want to play in?
Well, the one they’re having fun in, not
58
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the one where the kid was selfish and
hitting the others with his little toy truck.
And so far the green movement has kind
of been the doom and gloom sandbox.
That’s what I love about the response
of the refrigeration industry – it’s been
so positive and so upbeat and so “Yeah,
let’s go, we’re doing it,” and of course
there’s whole new technologies coming
as you well know.
Eco: Paul, you’ve been trying to
encourage positive change for a
long time. How has your perspective
and outlook changed over the years?
PH: You know I’m just like anybody
else. If I walk down Swanston Street I’m
going “Oh man, we’re in trouble”, because
there’s people swarming out of the shops
and you see that when you’re right there at
that nub of consumerism. I was in Sydney
last night, on the mall with all the really
expensive shops. I was just walking, and
again, “What is this all about? Is our life
really defined by what we own and buy?”

And it’s a huge thing now. There’s been
such a cultural lapse in terms of meaning,
both spiritually, religiously or any other
way, that people are very susceptible
to having their self-worth and identity
defined by things and products and
logos and gadgets. In a sense we have
fractured our society, we’ve broken into

We need to feel
each other and feel
that humanity
is humane.

little shards through urbanisation and
rapid economic growth, and so we’ve lost
something.
I listened to a bloke at NAB, he
said, “When I grew up in Adelaide,
everybody I knew had a relative who
was on a farm.” And there was that
connection between the city and the
country. Now that connection’s gone,
and that’s gone not only with farms
but with forests in so many ways.
So a lot of what I think about is how
to make that connection again, how
to reconnect people to something that
does bring peace and health as opposed
to what you see on Swanston Street
or any other street like that in the world.
It’s not really about being positive or
negative for me – I don’t go to optimism,
I don’t go to pessimism, I certainly don’t
go to hope, but I’m not interested in fear
either. I’m just interested in, well, this
is what it looks like.
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And I’ll check it, when I see something.
Before Drawdown came out there was years
of me asking, inquiring, thinking, what
would it mean, how to do it. We started
really at the end of 2014 but I’m very slow
to figure things out: how’s this working,
why are people doing this, it doesn’t make
any sense to me but they’re doing it anyway
so I’ve got to figure this out.
It doesn’t really lead to a sense
of optimism or pessimism, it just
leads to the next thing. And I usually
write about things that aren’t being
written about, or that seem obvious
to me but aren’t obvious to others,
and so I think well this is where
I can be helpful – to actually write
and research. Blessed Unrest was very
much the same way, so is The Ecology
of Commerce, so is Natural Capitalism.
These books really were about seeing
the world and then having it validated
in different ways to make sure I wasn’t
just mouthing off like an ideology saying
“We should because I know”, which
is so stultifying and boring, but rather
reflecting back to the world what’s
going on and [looking at] the questions
that come out of it. So that’s kind of
the way I think and that’s why Drawdown
is going into regeneration – how to create
a billion jobs – because I really see the
marginalisation of human beings as

being in parallel with the marginalisation
of the environment and the atmosphere.
Eco: Do you ever wonder how
you have ended up where you are?
PH: Well there’s Paul Hawken out

there in people’s minds and it’s a name
made up of letters and it’s attached to
books and things like that, I understand
all that. But for my way of thinking,
I’m not really interested in myself.
I know people who have constant PR,
communication and social media, putting
their name out into the world and getting
them nominated for most important
person in Time magazine and this and
that, and they just work relentlessly.
I don’t. I am a monk really. I really
like to research, study and learn.
I’m not being modest at all, it’s just
my nature. I’m not trying to make
Paul Hawken into something, and
it just turned out this way. And I’m
so grateful. What I’m grateful about
is that I can support myself doing what
I think is really meaningful, so I don’t
have a gap between my work and what
I want to do in the world, and that is such
a blessing.
I feel validated when I meet audiences
like I have in Australia. We need to
understand, all of us, we need to feel each

other and feel that humanity is humane,
and there’s all the qualities that implies:
it’s kind, it cares, it’s generous, it’s
altruistic, it’ll sacrifice itself for others.
It thinks about the wellbeing of more
than just one’s family and self and wants
to do something in the world that’s
meaningful and matters and that’s really
what human beings want, and that’s been
covered up quite a bit.
So I’m grateful when I get those audiences
– it’s such a joy. ❚

Drawdown: The Most
Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed
to Reverse Global Warming
is edited by Paul Hawken and
published by Penguin and is available
from bookstores for RRP $35.

Refrigerant management includes moving
to lower GWP gases, but also reducing
leaks and destroying refrigerants safely.
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